Burglar by Doug Roberts © 2001 - Speed-Run walkthrough by SaroneTC.

Game can be downloaded from - http://ifdb.tads.org/viewgame?id=btbvrpitrzts917
z5 player can be found here - http://inform7.com/if/interpreters/

examine coat, take key, take torch, switch torch, south, take bowl, east, open fridge, take steak, down, take all, wear helmet, up, west, north, up, south, open cabinet, take bottle, open bottle, put pills in steak, open cistern, take remote, north, east, take pen, west, west, unlock safe with old key, open safe, take diamond, look under bed, take cufflink, east, down, east, take painting, look in suite (you get the cigarette case), unlock patio with brass key, open patio, east, give steak to dog, take gnome, east, take statue, south, take all, smash gnome with hammer, take ring, north, west, west, look in fireplace, pull lever, west, south, east, down, down, south, east, open sarcophagus with crowbar, take mask, west, west, press rubber button, take sceptre, east, north, up, up, west, stand on table, smash chandelier with hammer, take gems, get off, put all in bag, north, north, get in mondeo

Game completed at 6:22pm; 200 out of 200 in 80 moves.